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PARTNERS IN FANTASY

9.50AM – 10.35AM

Co-authored by two super star writers, Amie 
Kaufman and Jay Kristoff, The Aurora Cycle 
and Illuminae Files, are fan favourites for their 
captivating world building and thrilling plots. 
How do they seamlessly bring whole worlds to 
life? What are the tricks to weaving plot and 
character voices together? And most importantly, 
who decides the ending?

HIDDEN CITIES

10.45AM – 11.30AM

Set in Victorian London, life is not as it seems 
in Karen Ginnane’s gripping new series, Time 
Catchers. Follow the adventures of fourteen year 
old Ava as she discovers a hidden shadow city 
that exists in parallel time, and her frantic race 
against the clock to save the future of both worlds. 
Karen talks about using the real (historical) world 
as a jumping off place for the imagination to run 
wild. 

FUTURE GIRL

12.15PM – 1.00PM

Trailblazing artist and activist Asphyxia has 
created a satisfying visual and sensory novel 
woven together with text, paint, collage and 
drawings. Set in near-future Melbourne and 
centred around sixteen year old protagonist 
Piper, Future Girl is an environmental call to arms, 
building awareness around sustainability and 
providing an authentic window into the Deaf 
community. Join Asphyxia as she talks about this 
original work, eight years in the making. 
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M A Y

YEARS 
7 + THURSDAY

MAIN AUDITORIUM 
SUBIACO ARTS CENTRE

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: science fiction genre, 
recognise and analyse the way 
that characterisation, events 
and settings are combined 
in narratives, world-building, 
experiment with text structures 
and language features and their 
effects in literary texts.

Digital Technology: social and 
ethical considerations in the 
development of technologies, 
digital solutions that include a 
user interface.

Themes: survival, war, racial 
tension, dysfunctional teams, 
time travel, biological weapons, 
artificial intelligence.

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: historical fantasy genre, 
explore ideas and viewpoints 
about events, issues and 
characters represented in texts 
drawn from different historical, 
social and cultural contexts, 
features of literary texts, imagery.

History: Victorian London, 
Industrial Revolution, identify 
points of view or perspectives.

General Capabilities: creative 
thinking, generating ideas, 
possibilities and actions.

Themes: friendship, loyalty, 
family, courage, healing, personal 
growth.

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: how representations 
of people in literary texts are 
drawn from different social, 
historical and cultural contexts, 
explore points of view in literary 
texts, visual language, layering 
meanings in multimodal texts, 
imagery, symbolism.

Visual Arts: understanding of 
visual art conventions, use of 
colour, materials and textures,  
ideas and design development 
for art making.

Health: respecting diversity, 
researching stereotypes 
and prejudices, challenging 
discrimination.

Themes: deafness, 
discrimination, resilience, 
sustainability, artistic expression, 
success.



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Amie Kaufman  

 
New York Times bestselling author Amie Kaufman is a science fiction and 
fantasy writer with degrees in history, literature and law and conflict 
resolution. She is currently undertaking a PhD in Creative Writing. Amie is 
the co-author of the Unearthed duology, Illuminae Files and the Aurora 
Cycle trilogy. Her novel, Aurora's End, is due for release in November 2021, 
and Beyond the End of the World in Jan 2022.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Beyond the End of the World 
Allen & Unwin 

 
Time to stop Inshara. Time to find a way between worlds. Time to find each 
other again. 
 
Nimh still holds on to her divinity, if only by a thread. In her final 
confrontation with Inshara, the woman determined to take her place and 
rule Nimh's kingdom, both Nimh and her enemy were sent to the world 
above, in the cloudlands. 
 
Now North looks to the sky, left behind on the surface world. Desperate 
for a chance to join the girl he loves and save his world, North will stop at 
nothing to find a way back to his home in the sky-city of Ciel. Before it's 
too late to save anyone. 
 
But more awaits them in the world above than North or Nimh could ever 
expect. And as they come together and team up with allies from above 
and below, they face an ultimate test of their bond, their abilities, and 
their belief in each other in a quest to save their worlds. 
 

www.amiekaufman.com | @amiekaufmanauthor 

Credit: Christopher Tovo 

http://www.amiekaufman.com/


 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Jay Kristoff 
 

Jay is the author of international bestsellers Empire of the 
Vampire and the Nevernight Chronicles, the award-winning 
Lotus War trilogy, and Lifel1k3, Dev1at3 and Truel1f3: the 
award-winning LIFEL1K3 trilogy. He is the co-author of 
the bestselling Illuminae Files and the Aurora Cycle 
trilogy alongside Amie Kaufman.  
 
 

 
Aurora’s End 

Penguin Random House 
 
The squad you love is out of time. Prepare for the thrilling 
finale in the epic, best-selling Aurora Cycle series about a band 
of unlikely heroes who just might be the galaxy’s last hope for 
survival. 
 
Is this the end? What happens when you ask a bunch of 
losers, discipline cases, and misfits to save the galaxy from an 
ancient evil? The ancient evil wins, of course. 
Wait. . . . Not. So. Fast. 
 
When we last saw Squad 312, they were working together 
seamlessly (aka, freaking out) as an intergalactic battle raged 
and an ancient superweapon threatened to obliterate Earth. 
Everything went horribly wrong, naturally. 
 
But as it turns out, not all endings are endings, and the team 
has one last chance to rewrite theirs. Maybe two. It’s 
complicated. 
 
Cue Zila, Fin, and Scarlett (and MAGELLAN!): making friends, 
making enemies, and making history? Sure, no problem. 
Cue Tyler, Kal, and Auri: uniting with two of the galaxy’s most 
hated villains? Um, okay. That, too. Actually saving the galaxy, 
though?  Now that will take a miracle. 
 

www.jaykristoff.com | /AuthorJayKristoff | @misterkristoff 

Credit: Christopher Tovo 
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Visit https://www.allenandunwin.com/resources/for-teachers for free down-loadable teachers notes, 

reviews by teachers, extracts and more. And sign up to the Allen & Unwin e-newsletter to receive 

monthly updates on new resources! 

Contact Carolyn Walsh, Education Marketing Manager,  

Ph: +02 8425 0150      Email: education@allenandunwin.com 

Aurora Rising: 

The Aurora 

Cycle 1 
By Amie Kaufman and Jay 

Kristoff 
 

 
 
 

Summary 

The year is 2380, and the graduating cadets of Aurora Academy are being assigned 
their first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is ready to recruit the squad of his dreams, 

but his own boneheaded heroism sees him stuck with the dregs nobody else in the 
Academy would touch… 

• A cocky diplomat with a black belt in sarcasm 

• A sociopath scientist with a fondness for shooting her bunkmates 

• A smart-ass tech-wiz with the galaxy’s biggest chip on his shoulder 

• An alien warrior with anger management issues 

• A tomboy pilot who’s totally not into him, in case you were wondering 

And Ty’s squad isn’t even his biggest problem – that’d be Aurora Jie-Lin O’Malley, the 
girl he’s just rescued from interdimensional space. Trapped in cryo-sleep for two 

centuries, Auri is a girl out of time and out of her depth. But she could be the catalyst 
that starts a war millions of years in the making, and Tyler’s squad of losers, 

discipline-cases and misfits might just be the last hope for the entire galaxy. 

They're not the heroes we deserve. They're just the ones we could find. Nobody panic. 

 

 

Dual authorship is rare in novels, but Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff’s collaboration is 

seamless, writing in a consistent and lively style with no obvious indications as to who 
has written which character. 

Their use of first-person present tense adds immediacy and authority to the story, and 
the regular moments of high-humour keep the action fast and fun. Furthermore, 

multiple narrators, computer screenshots and other devices keep the story varied and 
create a world (or worlds) where even the strangest things can and do seem plausible. 

Jay has written about their collaboration: Amie and I have our own characters (I write 

four, she writes three) but we often improvise/roleplay through dialogue and scenes, 

  May 2019 ISBN 9781760295738  

  Paperback novel 

  Recommended for 12-18-year-olds 

https://www.allenandunwin.com/resources/for-teachers
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playing the role of our characters so our co-author gets a feel for their dialogue/vibe. This is 

nerdy, but useful early in the process, when our respective characters may not be fully 
formed in our co-author’s minds yet. 

Use in the curriculum 

Aurora Rising is the first in the Aurora Cycle trilogy. The authors are internationally famous, 
with a significant on-line presence, which can assist research. The book is excellent for 

fantasy/sci fi genre study at secondary level, with vivid characters and an excellently 
written fast-paced plot, with substantial helpings of humour. 

Themes 

• War • Racial tension • Time travel • Space 

• Survival • Romance • Dysfunctional teams 

Discussion questions 

• Chapter One – Tyler: define the literary term In medias res and describe how it 

relates to the opening of Aurora Rising. What impact do other literary devices such 
as nonlinear narrative, informal language, humour and direct address have on your 

reading of this chapter? 

• (a) What is a multiple narrative? Why do you think the authors have used this device 

in Aurora Rising? Does it make the story more or less interesting for you?  
(b) How does the addition of Magellan screens between chapters extend your 

reading of the novel? 

• Jay Kristoff describes his writing process with Amie Kaufman as: ‘We each have our 

own characters (I write four, she writes three) but we often improvise/roleplay 

though dialogue and scenes. We like to play the role of our characters so we each 
get a feel for their dialogue/vibe. This is nerdy, but useful early in the process, when 

our respective characters may not be fully formed in our co-author’s minds yet’.  

o Encourage students to come up with a character profile for a man or a woman 

who finds themselves trapped in a lift with a stranger. Organise students into 
groups of two and encourage them to improvise/roleplay with their partner 

how their character might react to the situation and, in the process, explore 
as many different aspects of their chosen character as possible – how do they 

look, dress, think and speak?  

o Students should then, in pairs, proceed to write a short story together about 

the two characters’ reactions in the lift, featuring one paragraph in the voice 

of one character, followed by the next paragraph in the voice of the other. 
[Each student takes turns writing as their partner writes their part of the 

story.] 

o After completion, spend some time discussing the challenges of dual narration 

and authorship, how it impacted on the shape and events of the story, and 
what, if any, benefits came out of the process. 

• Each chapter opens with the name of its narrator but what other devices have the 
authors used to create seven distinct character voices? In your answer consider what 

was learned in the previous activity. Also consider humour, language (formal or 

colloquial), sentence and chapter length, world-view, and font. 
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• ‘WE STAND IN THE SKIN THAT WAS CAT…’ (page 456) Toward the end of the novel 

we are introduced to the voice of the Ra’haam. How do the authors make this voice 
different from all others in the novel? 

• In small groups, compile character profiles for each member of Squad 312. Note 

what we are told about each when they first appear in the story, and what we 
discover about each as the story progresses. Discuss whether each character is 

transformed during the course of the novel and give examples of the change they 
undergo. 

o Create character cards, as if for a game, with illustrations of the characters 
and essential information about them. 

• Read the following excerpt and answer the five questions that follow. 

‘Its mouth is open, showcasing row upon row of razor-sharp fangs… ‘We’re boned.’ 

(page 314) 

o Why do you think the author of this section chose to use the word showcase 
here? 

o ‘…like a blast furnace, …’ is an example of what literary device? 

o ‘flash with rage’ is an example of what literary device. 

o ‘I look up, see glass above me. Glass behind me. Monster in front of me.’ 
What effect does repetition and rhythm have on this sentence? 

o ‘We’re boned.’ What effect does the abrupt change in language and font have 
here? 

• “Seems to me we’re in a war here.” I nod to Aurora. “And seems we’ve already got 

our trigger.” Our engines flare, bright against the darkness. “Let’s go find our 
weapon.” (page 470) 

Come up with some ‘what happens next...’ scenarios to continue the story of Squad 
312. 

• After finishing the novel, design a new cover to incorporate as many of the story’s 
key themes as possible. Remember, covers are more than an image, so carefully 

consider other aspects such as the font you want to use, the size of the title and 
authors’ names, perspective and framing. Pitch your cover idea to the rest of the 

class and explain why you have chosen each of these elements. 

Related texts/Further reading 

If using this text as part of an extended multi-media genre study, or in a Literature Circle, 

students may be interested in the texts Jay Kristoff cites as his inspiration: 

• Babylon 5 

• Star Trek 

• Star Wars 

• Harry Potter 

• the old Star Control video games 

Also consider other sci-fi/fantasy books for young adults co-authored by Amie Kaufman: 

• The Illuminae Files trilogy: Illuminae, Gemina, Obsidio – co-authored with Jay 
Kristoff 
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• The Starbound trilogy: These Broken Stars, This Shattered World, Their Fractured 

Light – co-authored with Megan Spooner 

• Unearthed duology: Unearthed, Undying - co-authored with Megan Spooner 

Other books by Jay Kristoff: 

• The Lifel1k3 series: Lifel1k3, Dev1at3, …. 

• The Nevernight trilogy: Nevernight, Godsgrave, Darkdawn 

• The Lotus War trilogy: Stormdancer, Kinslayer, Endsinger 

The authors 

New York Times bestselling co-authors Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff feast upon your tears 
and relish your screams. 

In addition to their internationally bestselling The Illuminae Files, Amie is the co-author 
(with Meagan Spooner) of the bestselling Starbound trilogy and the Unearthed duology. She 

is also the author of Ice Wolves and Scorch Dragons, in the Elementals trilogy for middle-

grade readers. 

Since 2012, when his first novel was published, Jay has received numerous awards for his 

books and they have been published in over 35 different countries. 

Jay and Amie met through the United States Internal Revenue Service—long story, but 

basically, if you’re an Australian earning money in the US, you have to fill in an enormous, 
labyrinthine form to apply for an International Tax Identification Number, and Jay had just 

successfully completed this ordeal, so Amie bribed him with brunch so he’d tell her the 
secrets. They have been friends ever since. They started writing a novel together because 

Amie had a dream they did. 

They live with their respective spouses in Melbourne, Australia. Find Amie and Jay at 
https://amiekaufman.com and https://jaykristoff.com/. 

https://amiekaufman.com/
https://jaykristoff.com/


              
 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aurora’s End 
by Amie Kaufman 
and Jay Kristoff 

 

Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff are the award-winning authors of the Illuminae 

Files, which have sold more than a million copies across Australia and 

internationally. Brad Pitt’s production company even snapped up the TV rights to 

the series. Now, the duo has soared to the New York Times bestseller list with the 

first book in an epic new series, Aurora Rising. The sequel Aurora Burning 

followed suit, becoming a #1 international bestseller.  

 

In November, Aurora’s End – the hotly anticipated finale – sees the return of 

Squad 312 in an explosive battle across time and space.  

 

What happens when you ask a bunch of losers, discipline cases and misfits to save the 

galaxy from an ancient evil? The ancient evil wins, of course. 

 

Wait … Not. So. Fast. When we last saw Squad 312, they were working together 

seamlessly (aka freaking out) as an intergalactic battle raged and an ancient 

superweapon threatened to obliterate Earth. Everything went horribly wrong, naturally. 

 

But as it turns out, not all endings are endings, and the team has one last chance to 

rewrite theirs. Maybe two. It's complicated. Cue Zila, Fin and Scarlett (AND 

MAGELLAN!) making friends, making enemies and making history? Sure, no problem. 

Cue Tyler, Kal and Auri joining forces with two of the galaxy's most hated villains? Um, 

okay, yeah. That too. 

 

Actually saving the galaxy, though? Now that will take a miracle. 

 

 

 

 

Amie and Jay are available for media interviews in November. They can speak to: 

 

• How their trust in each other, and their working relationship, has developed throughout the series: ‘We wrote 

Illuminae flying by the seat of our pants. The Aurora Cycle was much more methodical.’ 

• The experience of spending months on end touring together: ‘it’s lucky we really liked each other.’ 

• The feeling of landing on the New York Times bestseller list – which for Amie, came just 48 hours after giving birth. 

• The power of YA to help teens negotiate who they are. ‘Marriages and friendships have come out of signing lines – 

the sense of community is unbelievable.’ 

• How a writer is routinely on a dozen Google search watchlists: Amie and Jay’s research into performing a 

tracheotomy in the field, extremist utopias, and more. 

• How ‘trauma is not just a plot device’: the interviews they had with psychologists to accurately depict teen trauma. 

• Proudly including queer and diverse characters – 'not everybody is straight, white, cis.’ 



                 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PUBLICATION DATE: 2 November 2021   RRP: $19.99   IMPRINT: Allen & Unwin  CATEGORY: YA Fiction 

AGES: 14–18 

CONTACT: Yvette Gilfillan e: yvetteg@allenandunwin.com ph: 0431 584 091 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New York Times bestselling co-authors Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff 

feast upon your tears and relish your screams. They met thanks to 

international taxation law and soon struck up a writing partnership 

based on a shared love of blowing things up and breaking hearts. Their 

first collaboration resulted in the international bestselling series the 

Illuminae Files. Amie is also the co-author (with Meagan Spooner) of the 

bestselling The Other Side of the Sky, the Unearthed duology, These 

Broken Stars and the rest of the Starbound trilogy. Jay is the author 

of international bestsellers Empire of the Vampire and the Nevernight 

Chronicles, the award-winning Lotus War 

trilogy, and Lifel1k3, Dev1at3 and Truel1f3, the award-winning LIFEL1K3 

trilogy. They live with their respective spouses in Melbourne, Australia. 

Find Amie and Jay at amiekaufman.com and jaykristoff.com 
 
 

About the authors: 

 

Photographer credit: Christopher Tovo 

mailto:yvetteg@allenandunwin.com


 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Karen Ginnane 
 

Karen Ginnane is an Australian author for middle grade and 
young adult readers. Her debut historical fantasy adventure 
novels When Days Tilt and its sequel When Souls Tear are part 
of the Time Catchers series published by Penguin Random 
House. 
 
Karen has been variously employed as a freelance copywriter, a 
marketing director for Paramount Pictures in London, a grain 
weighbridge operator in rural WA, a swimming teacher, a life 
model, a deckhand in Chile and an English teacher in Japan. 
She’s also taught creative writing, published short stories and in 
2020 received an Invited Residency to Varuna National Writers’ 
House for When Souls Tear. 
 
Karen runs a tour operator business with her husband, who is a 
Londoner, and lives in Melbourne with him and their two 
children. And two cats. 

 
 

When Days Tilt 

Penguin Random House 
 

Follow 14-year-old Ava, a reluctant watchmaking apprentice in 
1858 London - the biggest city the world has ever seen. It's fast, 
furious and often brutal. The latest terror is that people are 
disappearing into thin air - when they return, they are damaged. 
Their souls are torn. 
  
One day Ava stumbles across a shocking revelation that turns 
her life upside down. Ava has to discover who she really is and 
how she is connected to Donlon, a twisted mirror version of 
London - and with the mysterious disappearances in London... 
 
When Days Tilt and When Souls Tear make up the Time 
Catchers duology; an historical fantasy adventure set in 
Victorian London and a strange parallel city. When Days 
Tilt is Karen Ginnane's debut novel, published by Penguin 
Random House Australia in July 2021. The sequel When 
Souls Tear is released in May 2022. 

www.karenginnane.com 

Credit: Breanna Dunbar 



Karen Ginnane 

https://www.penguin.com.au/articles/3100-history-magic-and-london 

History, magic and London 
Karen Ginnane on the inspiration for her debut YA 
novel, When Days Tilt. 

The very first character in When Days Tilt was London itself. 

To many Aussies, London is familiar. Through books, through TV series, 

through stories, through pictures. But it’s not just the cultural familiarity. 

That old, old city – much older than any city we have in Australia (though a 

mere baby alongside Australia’s ancient Indigenous culture) has a feeling 

of being sprung from the land. Parts of it are sunk so deep into itself that 

nothing can change it – no town planning, no gentrification, no number of 

trendy cafes or bars. London is no longer coal-stained and even the most 

mean and pinched terraces now command banker salaries – but still. Still. 

An uneasy wind still shrills over Blackheath, once dreaded for its murders, 

no matter how pretty its glossy village. Pause near the Greenwich 

Observatory and look down over the Thames and hear the ghosts murmur. 

Wander the docklands and feel the shiver from the old brick warehouses, 

and the cemeteries. Have you been to mossy Nunhead Cemetery, with its 

gothic tumbled angels swallowed by greedy green growth? You’re being 

watched, there. 

And the Thames! Go down at low tide and poke around with the mudlarkers 

and you’ll find clay pipes from Shakespeare’s time and oyster shells from 

Victorian meals. Bits of ceramic and iron, luminescent old glass, maybe a 

Roman coin. It’s all down there, bumping around together. Like London 

always has. 



As an Australian, I was used to young cities perched awkwardly on old 

land, with not much in common between the two. In London, the city and 

the land have grown into each other, a bit like those green tendrils 

wrapping themselves around gravestones in Nunhead Cemetery. There 

were stories upon stories here, all woven together over time. I had the 

strongest feeling that I was just a drop in a vast human ocean, walking old 

roads where millions have trodden, for the tiny blip that was my time there. 

Strangely enough, When Days Tilt started out as a contemporary novel. 

The characters all bubbled up from the ground of London itself, but it wasn’t 

until I put the story in 1858 that it really came to life. 

The thing about Victorian London is that it’s known. Right? It’s quite 

probably the most documented period of English history, largely thanks to 

the magnificent Charles Dickens. We peer back at it through the prism of 

his well-loved stories and it’s nostalgic – grim, sooty and familiar. But living 

through it would have been more like Blade Runner. Being in Victorian 

London at the time would have felt dizzyingly fast, futuristic, breath-taking, 

dystopian and unbelievable. This was the idea that really grabbed me 

about Victorian London. The world had never changed so fast, ever, and 

London was at the forefront of that. New, world-tilting ideas were emerging 

(like Darwin’s theories of evolution) and magic and mysticism held sway 

alongside science and technology. Serious people of science also believed 

in the occult at that time. It’s not surprising that this book also interweaves 

solid historical reality with magic and strangeness. 

The wonderful thing about history is that it lets you look at what has 

changed and what has not. It shows you your own world in a new light, and 

it shows you that change is both possible and inevitable. History is just life 



with the perspective of distance. You can only truly understand the present 

by knowing the road that led here. 

When Days Tilt is a historical fantasy adventure, but it is also about time 

and how we use it, truth-finding (both in yourself and in the world around 

you), the importance of found family, and alternative ways of powering the 

world (Donlon’s electricity comes from sun, wind and water and there is no 

internal combustion engine). It does all this from the viewpoint of a young 

girl and a damaged boy, neither of them privileged, neither of them with a 

voice at that time. You can use history (and also fantasy) to talk about very 

real and contemporary concerns. 

Ursula le Guin said, ‘We read books to find out who we are,’ and Lord 

Byron said, ‘The best prophet of the future is the past.’ I agree one hundred 

percent with both of them, and also with Michael Crichton, the inventor of 

Jurassic Park, who I will let have the last word: ‘If you don’t know history, 

then you don’t know anything. You are a leaf that doesn’t know it is part of 

a tree.’ 



Karen Ginnane 

https://www.penguin.com.au/articles/3101-research-rabbit-holes  

Research rabbit holes 
Karen Ginnane on the fun facts she learnt while 
writing When Days Tilt. 

If you’re going to write about the past, you have to research. It’s a dry, 

dusty old word, conjuring up images of dull old books and stern academia – 

but nothing could be further from the truth. It’s a treasure trove, one of the 

best things about writing somewhere you can’t know yourself. Hours and 

days down various rabbit holes – HALLELUJAH for the internet – but also 

books and conversations with knowledgeable people. It’s addictive; I spend 

way too long on research, lovingly collecting fascinating little nuggets. 

Some of these never find their way onto the page but they still warm the 

cockles of my nerdy little heart. For example: 

The incredible population explosion in London in the nineteenth 

century. In 1801 London was about 5 miles across east to west and home 

to under one million people; by the end of the nineteenth century it had 

ballooned to seventeen miles across and contained 6.58 million people – 

nearly 7 times as many. It would never grow so fast ever again and at this 

time it was the biggest city the world had ever seen. 

London was filthy. The Great Stink of 1858, directly connected to the 

enthusiasm with which millions of Londoners adopted the new technology 

of the flushing toilet – which all sluiced directly into the Thames. The result 

was as disgusting as you might imagine and turned the river into an open 

sewer. It was unimaginably vile for years until 1858, when the hottest 

summer on record produced a stench that drove the Members of 

Parliament out from the House of Commons in disgust, but also in fear of 



their lives. Back then, people believed that disease was caused by bad air 

– miasma. This was the turning point for the colossal engineering project 

that was building the London sewers and river embankments. 

Cemeteries were beyond disgusting. As London’s population exploded, so 

did the overcrowded city graveyards. Until the great ‘Garden Cemeteries’ 

were built around the outskirts of London from the 1830s, there were too 

many bodies to fit in the graveyards (especially after a deadly cholera 

outbreak). Graves were dug up to make way for new bodies and in the 

worst cases the graveyards were ‘a mass of putrefaction.’ The rotting 

bodies would produce ‘corpse gas’ which on occasion would build up and 

cause coffins to explode. 

Time doesn't fly if you're a fly. Animals with smaller bodies and faster 

metabolic rates perceive time more slowly than we do, so they can absorb 

more information per second. That’s why flies excel at dodging that rolled 

up newspaper with such apparent ease (anyone seen The Matrix? It’s like 

the ‘bullet time’ sequence). They have their very own time bubbles. 

Before railways, the fastest a human being had ever travelled in the 

history of the world was at the speed of a galloping horse. Steam-

powered passenger railways operated from around 1830 and at first people 

thought that the dizzying speeds (up to 65km/h) would make passengers 

unable to breathe, or that the vibrations of the wheels on the tracks would 

damage the brain. ‘Railway madness’ was feared, with many accounts of 

the derangement caused by rail travel, such as the Scottish aristocrat who 

stripped naked during a train ride and leaned out the window, ranting and 

raving. When the train stopped, he regained his composure and quietly 

disembarked. 



Queen Victoria was a party girl. We think of Queen Victoria as a dumpy, 

grumpy old woman. In fact, she was just eighteen when she was crowned 

queen and many of the years of her long reign were as a young woman 

who loved music, parties and dancing all night. She was romantic and 

emotional and loved to gossip. She was charming, very affectionate, 

formed strong attachments to other people including servants, adored 

animals (she was obsessed with lion tamers) and loved to sing opera. She 

was also smart and stubborn and would fly into rages – which her husband 

Albert called her ‘combustibles.’ She adored Albert (and his fine physique) 

and when he accepted her queenly marriage proposal she gushed in her 

diary, ‘Oh! To feel I was, and am, loved by such an Angel as Albert was too 

great a delight to describe! He is perfection; perfection in every way – in 

beauty – in everything … Oh! how I adore and love him, I cannot say!!!’ 

Oh, and she also survived eight assassination attempts. 

Lastly (and very appropriately for When Days Tilt), Victorian Londoners 

were obsessed with time. As towns became connected by rail, people had 

to know what time it was in different places. Back then there was no 

standardised time, so every town had a different clock reading, with 

variations of up to half an hour. This soon got really complicated and 

standardised Railway Time was brought in in 1840 (Greenwich wouldn’t 

become the centre of time in Britain until 1851, and of the world until 1884. 

There was a famous Time Lady who used to deliver Greenwich time to 

businesses all over London – see if you can spot her in my book!). Also 

because of the railways, people no longer have to live near their work and 

so the commuter was born, as were regulated working hours, as was the 

clocking on machine in 1885.The new telegraph also dramatically 

compressed time; for the first time, people could instantly communicate 

across miles. At the end of the century, 'Time is Money' was emblazoned 



on the cover of a Tube map. Life sped up for everyone and has never 

slowed down since. 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Asphyxia  
Asphyxia is an artist, writer and public speaker. Author of the much-loved 
junior fiction series the Grimstones, Asphyxia has also been a circus 
performer and puppeteer. An avid art-journal creator, she loves to share 
her process and help others benefit from this amazing tool for self-
expression, problem-solving, planning, goal-tracking and self-esteem. 
 

Deaf since the age of three, Asphyxia learnt to sign when she was 
eighteen, which changed her life. She is now a Deaf activist, sharing 
details of Deaf experience. She raises awareness of oppression of Deaf 
people and what we can do to change this. Her free online Auslan course 
(www.asphyxia.com.au) has had over 15,000 students. 
 

Asphyxia is kept busy with her small farm where she combines food-
growing with art - creating a magical aesthetic with plants and natural 
elements. 
 

Her novel for teens, Future Girl (2020) combines all these passions and 
won the Readings YA Book Award 2021 and has been shortlisted for 
numerous other awards.  

 

Future Girl 
Allen & Unwin 

Piper’s mum wants Piper to be ‘normal’ — to put up with the tension 
headaches, the constant misunderstandings, and the herculean daily 
efforts it takes for her to pass as hearing, so she can grow up to be 
‘successful’ like her scientist mother. But when disaster hits Melbourne, 
Piper has more important things to worry about, starting with her 
stomach. The personalised, ultra-processed meals from her mum’s 
company that used to land on their doorstep so reliably have halved in 
quantity, transport costs sky-rocket overnight, and businesses 
everywhere start to collapse. 

A captivating own-voice coming-of-age novel set in near future 
Melbourne, that bursts with passion, resilience, optimism and  
joie-de-vivre. Not only is Future Girl an instructional environmental  
call-to-arms, providing inspiration to live more sustainably, it offers an 
authentic window into the experience of Deaf culture and what if feels 
like to be d/Deaf. 

For ages 13 to adult, and published by Allen and Unwin, this full-colour 
visual journal-style read may just launch you on a life-long journey of 
wonderfully satisfying visual self-expression. 

 

www.asphyxia.com.au 

Credit: Kate Nutt 

http://www.asphyxia.com.au/
http://www.asphyxia.com.au/


            

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Girl explores what it means to come of age as a Deaf teenager, 

against the backdrop of a near-future Melbourne on the brink of 

environmental catastrophe. 

From iconic artist, writer, public speaker, environmentalist and Deaf activist: 

Asphyxia. 

 

‘Future Girl is clever, complex and generous…This book is art activism—a call 

for community and connection when we desperately need it.’  

– Bec Kavanagh, Books+Publishing  

 

‘A life-changing book for young Deaf and disabled people…demonstrating 

the importance of the #OwnVoices movement.’  

– Carly Findlay, OAM 

 

Piper's mum wants her to be 'normal', to pass as hearing and get a good job. But 

when peak oil hits and Melbourne lurches towards environmental catastrophe, 

Piper has more important things to worry about. 

 

When she meets Marley, a CODA (child of Deaf adult), a door opens into a new 

world—where Deafness is something to celebrate rather than hide, and where 

resilience is created through growing your own food rather than it being 

delivered on a truck. 

 

As she dives into learning Auslan, sign language that is exquisitely beautiful and 

expressive, Piper finds herself falling hard for Marley. But Marley, who has grown 

up in the Deaf community yet is not Deaf, is struggling to find his place in the 

hearing world.  

 

Future Girl is the art journal of sixteen-year-old Piper, a visual extravaganza of 

text, paint, collage and drawings, woven into a deeply engaging coming-of-age 

story set in near-future Melbourne. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asphyxia is an artist, writer and public speaker. Author of the much-loved 

junior fiction series the Grimstones, Asphyxia has also been a circus performer 

and puppeteer. An avid art-journal creator, she loves to share her process and 

help others benefit from this amazing tool for self-expression, problem-

solving, planning, goal-tracking and self-esteem. 

 

Deaf since the age of three, Asphyxia learnt to sign when she was eighteen, 

which changed her life. She is now a Deaf activist, sharing details of Deaf 

experience. She raises awareness of oppression of Deaf people and what we 

can do to change this. Her free online Auslan course (www.asphyxia.com.au) 

has had over 15,000 students. About Future Girl, Asphyxia writes: ‘I want 

readers to experience Piper’s Deafness in a visceral way, as if it is happening to 

them…to develop empathy and hence instigate change.’ 

 

Asphyxia is kept busy with her small farm where she combines food-growing 

with art—creating a magical aesthetic with plants and natural elements. 

 

Her novel for teens, Future Girl, combines all these passions. 

 

 

 

  

 

PUBLICATION DATE: 29 Sept 2020   RRP: $24.99   IMPRINT: Allen & Unwin 

CATEGORY: Fiction 

CONTACT: Yvette Gilfillan e: yvetteg@allenandunwin.com ph: (02) 8425 0187 

Praise for Future Girl:  

 

‘Asphyxia's work is brilliant: a deep, original insight, and a book that everyone should read.’ – Jackie French, 

AM  

 

‘Brilliantly imaginative, totally immersive—Asphyxia tilts the world sideways and invites you to see what was 

always there. Don't miss this book.’ – Amie Kaufman, bestselling author of the Aurora Cycle 

 

‘Future Girl captures [the] amazing feeling of belonging to a culture with its own language, community, history 

and traditions.’ – Drisana Levitzke-Gray, Young Australian of the Year 2015  

 

‘Beautiful, immersive…a sensory feast.’ – Jaclyn Moriarty 

 

‘I really enjoyed this gorgeous book and related to so many things. That is rare. I can’t wait for the world to 

read Future Girl.’ – Anna Seymour 

 

‘Future Girl confronts the challenges ahead of us and will open minds and hearts to the possibility of other 

worlds. ’ – Sean Williams 
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